
Judge Dr. / Maher Alian Ahmed Khudair 

a Palestinian born in Gaza 1961 

Qualifications: 

- Doctor of Philosophy (Islamic jurisprudence) Specialization eliminate illegal. Faculty of 

Science. Cairo University. Addition to several judicial courses at the National Center for 

Judicial Studies in Cairo 

Assumed Business: - Supreme Court Justice legitimacy - and a member of the Supreme 

Council for the Islamic courts - Gaza 

- Lecturer and tight and discussion of scientific messages Institute of Asian Research and 

Studies - Zagazig University - Cairo 

- Since 1994 and has so far included working judges of the Court legitimacy primary 

Gaza and Jabalia and Deir al-Balah, then a member of the Court of Appeal Gaza and then 

president and then president of the Court of Appeal of Khan Younis and general manager 

for guidance and reform of family courts legitimacy in Gaza and president on behalf of 

personal status where 

- Since the 1984-1994 work of the Judicial Department of Forensic Court in Abu Dhabi 

and then the eye legitimacy Emirates 

-2003 - 2006 Chairman Shariah Islamic Bank - Palestinian and member of the Committee 

on preparation of personal status laws and Procedural Palestine. Member of the Egyptian 

Society for International Law. And member of the independent Palestinian figures 

gathered. - Member of the Egyptian economy, legislation and statistics - and a member of 

the Egyptian judiciary Club 

- Attended many scientific conferences related to the elimination of Forensic and Islamic 

studies and dialogue in many countries, mainly the judicial inspection in the United Arab 

Emirates 2004 and the scientists Levant held in Jordan 2003 and a number of scientific 

conferences at the University of Sharjah in 2005, 2006 and 2007 and made many research 

in which the Court concerning the reform and dialogue and law and obtained certificates 

of appreciation as well as conferences and the Egyptian Ministry of Religious 

Endowments since 2006 and relating to the renewal of religious discourse and peace in 

Islam. And a number of other reform-related conferences 

Visited many courts official invitation for the experiences in the religious judiciary and 

Procedural and Dubai Courts in 2009 and Abu Dhabi in 2010 and Oman in 2000 and 

Qatar in 2000, Jordan and Egypt 2003 



- Books and research the Court and published articles and television programs, including: 

- a book titled (action litigation in personal status cases) - and (forty issue in personal 

status) and book (answers legitimate financial transactions. - And another titled 

(Collector ethics in a statement divorce cases) 

- Research Court (dialogue with the other controls in Islamic thought) the scientific 

journal of the Faculty of Theology at the University of Al-Azhar Egypt and another titled 

"Protecting Palestinian family in the light of the laws of the religious judiciary" Al al-

Bayt University And (reading in the Alimony Fund Law) and (divorce effects and harms) 

and number Kperalabhat Court and published articles in newspapers and magazines. 

Member committees reform in Gaza and was an arbitrator in cases of murder and other 

issued several awards which has a major role in the reform of family and a culture of 

tolerance. Promotes peaceful coexistence and spreading the culture of dialogue. 

- T. Cairo: 00201115410398 Palestinian 00970599407012 elamjad@hotmail.com 


